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Intro

“It is pictures rather than propositions,
metaphors rather than statements which
determine most of our philosophical
convictions” (Rorty 1979)

Spazio
Spazio assoluto: ”Space is understood as a geometrical
system of organization (usually Euclidean geometry with
x, y, and z dimensions) within which people and objects
are located and move through. Here, space is understood
as natural, given, essential, and measurable” (Kitchin
2009: 268)
Spazio relazionale: ”In contrast to absolute space,
relational understandings of space conceive space to be
contingent and active, as something that is produced or
constructed by people through social relations and
practices. Space is not an absolute geometric container in
which social and economic life takes place, rather it is
constitutive of such relations.” (ibidem).

Sviluppo spaziale - Christaller

Sviluppo spaziale- Harvey
• Spatial fixes: «different forms of spatial
reorganization and geographical expansion that
serve to manage, at least for some time, crisistendencies inherent in accumulation» (Jessop,
2004) .
– Letterale e interno: «durable fixation of capital in
place in physical form»
– Metaforico ed esterno: «improvised, temporary
solution, based on spatial reorganization and/or
spatial strategies, to specific crisis-tendencies in
capitalism»

Luogo
“Place is a meaningful site that combines location, locale, and sense of place.
Location refers to an absolute point in space with a specific set of coordinates and
measurable distances from other locations. Location refers to the ‘where’ of
place. Locale refers to the material setting for social relations – the way a place
looks. Locale includes the buildings, streets, parks, and other visible and tangible
aspects of a place. Sense of place refers to the more nebulous meanings
associated with a place: the feelings and emotions a place evokes. These
meanings can be individual and based on personal biography or they can be
shared. Shared senses of place are based on mediation and representation. […] In
any given place we encounter a combination of materiality, meaning, and
practice. […] Materiality, meaning, and practice are all linked. The material
topography of place is made by people doing things according to the meanings
they might wish a place to evoke. Meanings gain a measure of persistence when
they are inscribed into the material landscape but are open to contestation by
practices that do not conform to the expectations that come with place. Practices
often do conform to some sense of what is appropriate in a particular place and
are limited by the affordances particular material structures offer.” (Cresswell
2009: 169)

Let us think for a while of a farmhouse in the Black Forest,
which was built some two hundred years ago by the dwelling
of peasants. Here the self sufficiency of the power to let earth
and heaven, divinities and mortals enter in simple oneness
into things, ordered the house. It placed the farm on the wind
sheltered mountain slope looking south, among the meadows
close to the spring. It gave it the wide overhanging shingle
roof whose proper slope bears up under the burden of snow,
and which, reaching deep down, shields the chambers against
the storms of the long winter nights. It did not forget the altar
corner behind the community table; it made room in its
chamber for the hallowed places of childbed and the ‘‘tree of
the dead’’ for that is what they call a coffin there: the
Totenbaum and in this way it designed for the different
generations under one roof the character of their journey
through time. A craft which, itself sprung from dwelling, still
uses its tools and frames as things, built the farmhouse.
(Heidegger, 1993: 300)

Sviluppo locale

Territorio (1)
[The state] possesses an administrative and legal order subject to
change by legislation, to which the organized activities of the
administrative staff, which are also controlled by regulations, are
oriented. This system of order claims binding authority, not only
over the members of the state, the citizens, most of whom have
obtained membership by birth, but also to a very large extent
over all action taking place in the area of its jurisdiction. It is thus
a compulsory organization with a territorial basis. Furthermore,
today, the use of force is regarded as legitimate only so far as it is
either permitted by the state or prescribed by it...The claim of
the modern state to monopolize the use of force is as essential
to it as its character of compulsory jurisdiction and of continuous
operation (Weber 1968: 56).

Territorio (2)

“several important dimensions of social life and social power
come together in territory: material elements such as land,
functional elements like the control of space, and symbolic
dimensions like social identity. At times the term is used more
vaguely to refer at various spatial scales to portions of space that
geographers normally label as region, place or locality” (Paasi
2003:109).

Territorio (3)

In my system territory results from the projection of
labor by a community into a given space. […] The
role of the actor appears to preponderate, and its
relations appear capable of conceiving different
territories in the space ‘drawn’ by the play of
boundaries (Raffestin 2012: 126-127)

Territorializzazione
A: attore (individuale o collettivo, uomo o
collettività) che combina diversi mezzi per realizzare
un’azione sull’ambiente inorganico e/o organico e/o
sociale.
L: lavoro a disposizione dell’attore. Il lavoro umano
può essere definito come una combinazione
d’energia e d’informazione.
M: mediatori materiali, quindi strumenti diversi, e/o
immateriali, quindi conoscenze e/o algoritmi, a
disposizione dell’attore
P: programma dell’attore. Il programma è l’insieme
delle intenzioni realizzabili e degli obiettivi o scopi.

R: relazione intrattenuta dall’attore con
l’ambiente generale. La relazione è composta da
una grande varietà d’azioni particolari condotte
con l’intento di raggiungere uno scopo preciso.
Sn: ambiente organico e/o inorganico.
So: ambiente sociale. Tutti i sottosistemi sociali,
dall’economia alla politica e alla cultura, sono tra
gli elementi dell’ambiente sociale.
S: ambiente generale (Sn + So).
T: territorio prodotto dall’attore nell’ambiente.

A (L-M-P)-------R-------S (Sn/So) = T.

A’ (L-M-P)’- R’------- T = T’

